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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Let A, J. + and & be the Lebesgue measures on (i.e. restricted to) R, 
II? + = [0, 00) and (0, l), respectively. Let v, v + and VN be the counting measures 
on h, E+=NU{O} and (0,1,2, . . . , N), respectively. For any two measures ,u r 
and ~4~ let pl * p2 denote their convolution, i.e. for any Bore1 set B 
(1.1) PI * P2 (W = ,lY, CL1 (dxh42 MY). 
Finally, for any measure p let JP* denote the n-fold convolution of p with itself. 
A (positive) measure p1 is said to be divisible if a (positive) measure ,u2 exists 
such that 
it is called infinitet’y divisible if for every n E hJ a measure p,, exists such that 
(1.2) Pl =lu,“‘. 
The indivisibility of AZ0 is part of probabilistic folklore; it means that no two 
independent random variables X1 and X2 exist, having the same distribution 
and such that X1 +X2 is uniformly distributed. No explicit statement of this fact 
seems to exist in the literature. The result is implicit in [ 11, which relies heavily 
on the theory of entire functions. 
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In section 2 we give elementary proofs of the indivisibility of &, and vo. There 
we also prove that h + and v+ are infinitely divisible, using some well-known 
facts from probability theory. 
The remaining, and most interesting, cases are treated in section 3, where it is 
shown that v and A are divisible; they are even infinitely divisible. For counting 
measure v this means the existence of p, ~0 such that 
(1.3) &pkPn - k = 1 
for all n E Z. In the case of Lebesgue measure A the existence can be shown of 
akolutely continuous measures 111, with densities f, = d,u,/dA such that A =p,“‘. 
Especially, for n = 2 we have 
for all XE tR. 
2. LEBESGUE MEASURE ON (0,l) AND ON il? ~ 
THEOREM 1. Lebesgue measure A0 on (41) is not divisible. 
PROOF. Suppose that lo = p + p. Then 
(2.1) 114 = AoK4 l/41 = I& MdWW) = (~(9 L’4112, 
with equality only if ~(1/8,1/4] = 0. Similarly (p has support in (0, #I), 
(2.2) 114 = Ao(3/4,1) = u+i,13,4 ,WuMdu) I {~(1/4, l/2))2, 
with equality only if p(I/4,3/8) =O, As ~(1/8,3/8) =0 would imply that 
Ao(1/4, 3/8) =O, we have strict inequality in at least one of (2.1) and (2.2). 
Taking square roots and adding therefore gives 
1 Q.44 1m 
which is impossible. 
THEOREM 1’. Counting measure vN on (0,1,2, . . ..N) is not divisible. 
PROOF. Clearly vN cannot be divisible if N is odd. Let N=2M. Then 
divisibility of vN would imply the existence of nonnegative numbers 
P&PI. -*-9 pM such that 
(tpkz*) =(l -z”+l)/(l -z), 
which is impossible since the left side has at most M distinct zeros whereas the 
right side has 2M. 
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REMARK. The proof of theorem 1, which can be used to prove the indivisi- 
bility of other distributions on finite intervals, could also be adapted to take 
care of theorem 1’. Theorem 1 can also be proved along the lines of the proof of 
theorem l’, i.e. by using Laplace transforms and comparing zeros. 
Before discussing the divisibility properties of A, and v, we state the 
following simple lemma, omitting its obvious proof. 
LEMMA. For any measure p on IR + and any a E R let the measure T,p be 
defined by 
UA.WW = e-‘WW. 
Then for any two measures p, and p2 on R + 
(2.4) UkPl) * cch.42) = T,(Pc, + c(2). 
On account of this lemma the following two theorems follow directly from 
well-known results in probability. 
THEOREM 2, Lebesgtie measure A + on R + is infinitely divisible. 
PROOF. It is well known (see e.g. 121, pp. 7 and 120) that the exponential dis- 
tribution ,u defined by p = Ti A + , i.e. p(~22)=e-~dx, is infinitely divisible (cf. 
(1.2)) with factors fi, defined by 
p’,(dx) = epxx- 1 + *‘n/r( 1 /n)dx. 
It follows from (2.4) that A, =c(i*, with ,u, = T-i fin, i.e. 
~n(dx)=x-l+l’n/T(l/n)dx (XE II?+), 
as is easily proved directly by Laplace transformation. 
THEOREM 2’. Counting measure v, on H, is infinitely divisible. 
PROOF. This follows in the same way as above from the fact (see [2], pp. 6 
and 121) that the discrete analogue of the exponential distribution: the 
geometric distribution, is infinitely divisible. In this way, or directly using 
generating functions, one finds that v, =p,“* with 
Pn(kl= k ( > 
-1’n (- l)k (kEZ+). 
REMARK. Though (2.4) also holds for measures on R, the measures T,A is 
not bounded for any a, and no analogue of (2.4) seems to exist having this 
property. So, for A no easy inference from divisibility properties of probability 
measures, e.g. normal distributions, is possible. 
3. UNRESTRICTED LEBESGUE MEASURE 
Lebesgue measure is the vague limit of (renormalized) normal distributions as 
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follows: 
(3.1) o-Q, A = lim (2~0)~‘~@~, 
where @” is absolutely continuous with 
* dA (xl = (212-o)- 1’2 exp( -x2/(20)). 
By Cramer’s theorem ([2], p. 243) au has only normal components, so the only 
division of aV is given by 
(3.2) @o = (@u/2 j2: 
the components of which are, of course, symmetric, i.e. 0 (B) = @ ( - B) for all 
Bore1 sets I?. 
Expecting the components of a possible division of A to be symmetric one 
might hope to use (3.1) and (3.2) to obtain such a division. However, the com- 
ponents of the measure in the right-hand side of 
(2nu)‘“@, = { (27ro)1’4@,,2 }2* 
tend to the zero measure as u +oo, and no division of L is obtained. As it turns 
out, no division of Lebesgue measure into symmetric components is possible: 
PROPOSITION. No symmetric measure p exists such that A = p2’ or such that 
v=pT 
PROOF. By (1.3) with n = 0, for v the existence of p as above would imply 
the existence of Pk with Pk =p - k and 
fj pi= f p&-k= 1. 
-a --m 
As not all Pk can be equal, we obtain the following contradiction: 
o< ? (Pk-Pk+d2= ii P:+ ii &+I--2 : PkP-k-l=@ 
--o -ce --oD m 
where we have used (1.3) once more with n = - 1. 
A similar proof can be given for A, if we first note that the existence of p with 
I. = p2’ implies the existence of a nonnegative measurable function f such that 
(3.3) T f(Ylf(x--YwY = 1 6s w. -w 
This follows from the fact that for every probability measure P we have 
P(tR) = I and therefore, as A is translation invariant, 
A(B) = T A (B - x)P(dx) = A * P(B). 
-m 
It follows that A =A * P2* = (fiy* with ji =I( + P, where p can be made 
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symmetric and absolutely continuous by taking P symmetric and absolutely 
continuous: if P is absolutely continuous with (nonnegative) densityp, then fi is 
absolutely continuous with (nonnegative) density f given by 
(3.4) f(x) = T P(X -YMdYh --m 
The foregoing results seem to indicate that no measure p exists such that 
Azp2’ or v=v2*. However, examples are known of symmetric probability 
measures P such that P= Q2* where Q is not symmetric (cf. [3]). In fact, we 
have the following results. 
THEOREM 3’. Counting memure v on H is infiniteiy divisible, 
PROOF. We only prove the divisibility; the full proof is similar but much 
more complicated. 
Leta:=2-1’2andletO=no,nl,n2,... be an enumeration of Z. We shall define 
pk : = lirnr+- p&), where the p&), /CE H, r= E + are defined recursively as 
follows: 
pom=a, P-,(o)=P,m= 1/z 
and ~~(0) = 0 otherwise. Writing C for summation over h, for r= 0 and nzo= 1 
we have 
(A.1 O=Pkw~a #En) 
@,I PkW =0 (Ikl>m; for some finite ~=m,) 
(3.5) 
(Cd C ~k(~I~i-k(~)~ 1 (iE 0 
CD,) C pkWpi-k(r) = 1 (iE {no,nl, .-.,+)I. 
Now suppose that for some fixed r we have numbers p&) satisfying (3.5). 
Define pk(r + 1) for k E H by 
(3.6) PAT+ lI= 
c 
(+(I - Cpj(r)pn-i(r))}1’2 if k=Zor k=n-l 
Pk@) otherwise, 
where n = n,, 1 and /=3m+InI+l with M=M~. 
We proceed to check (3.5) with r replaced by r+ 1. Clearly, A,, 1 holds, and 
so does B,, 1 if we define m,, 1 = 1 n ) + 1. 
To check Cr+i, first let IiJ>2m. Then either Ikl>m or Ii-kl>m and by 
(3.6) and B, the sum C pk(r+ I&j-k(r+ 1) has at mOSt two nonzero terms; its 
value is therefore bounded by 2aZ= I. If )iJS2m, i#n, then 
Pk(r+ l)pi-k(r+ I)>0 only if lkllrn and Ii-kllm, and so by (3.6) and C, 
c Pk(r+ l)pi- k(r+ 1) = c Pk(r)Pi-k(r) 5 l. 
If i = n, then by (3.5) we have 
(3.7) c Pk@+ l)pn--k(T+1)= c pk(r)P,-k(T)+2pl(r+1)p,-/(r+1)= 1. 
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Finally, property D,, , now follows from (3.7) and further from C,, t, D, and 
the fact that pk(r+ 1) sp&). 
As the pk(r) are nondecreasing in r and bounded by a, we can define 
pk = lim pk(r), i--0 
and it is obvious that these pk will satisfy (1.3) for all n E Z. This concludes the 
proof. 
THEOREM 3. Lebesgue measure A on R is infiniteiy divisible. 
PROOF. Again we only prove divisibility. Let (Pk) satisfy (1.3), and define 
(3.8) f(Y) ‘P[u] 9 (Y E w, 
where [y] denotes the integer part of y. Write 6(u) = u - [u]. Then 
[x-y] = [x] -[y] if S(x)z6(y) and [x-y] = [x] - [y] - 1 if 6(x)t6(y). For x 
fixed let n = [xl. Then for each k~ Z we have 
A((YE W,k+ 1); ~(x)~d(Y)})=~(xL 
and so by (3.8) 
~~fb9foC-vW~=6(x) c PkPn-k+(l -d(x)) c Pki%-k-l= 1, 
i.e. A. = p2’ with dp/dA = f. 
REMARK 1. In view of (3.4) and its analogue for v it follows that we can 
construct strictly positive f satisfying (3.3) and strictly positive @k) satisfying 
(1.3) for n E Z. 
REMARK 2. It is interesting to note that for bounded infinitely divisible 
measures the symmetry of P * P implies the symmetry of P (cf. 131, p. 245). 
REMARK 3. The technique used to prove theorem 3’ needs only a slight 
modification to cover the following case: Let p be a measure on E such that 
lim inflnl+o. cr ({n}) > 0. Then p is infinitely divisible. 
As (pt * y)x . . . x(& *vk)=(&x...x&) *(I’1 X...XVk), andasLebesgue 
measure ilk on lRk satisfies IZk=Ax . . . x il, theorem 3 also holds for Ak; 
similarly, theorem 3’ also holds for vk, counting measure on Ek. 
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